DIAGNOSIS & PRE-TREATMENT

ACCESSING THE LESION & INFILTRATION

1. Diagnose depth of lesion
2. Bleaching/Whitening if recommended by doctor (must wait 14 days)
3. Apply rubber dam/ liquid dam (for all lesion types)
4. Polish with plain pumice in rubber cup

Now we can begin the Etching & Resin Infiltration...

1. Apply Icon-Etch for 2 min
2. Apply Icon-Dry for 30 s
3. Light-cure all sides
4. Light-cure all sides
5. Apply Icon-Infiltrant for at least 3 min
6. Light-cure all sides
7. Reapply Icon-Infiltrant for 1 min
8. Polish
9. Rinse thoroughly

SUPERFICIAL/NEWER WHITE SPOTS

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Bleaching/Whitening if recommended by doctor (must wait 14 days)
- Apply rubber dam/ liquid dam (for all lesion types)
- Polish with plain pumice in rubber cup
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ICON TREATMENT: A GUIDE